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Dry Creek Fire Grows Significantly Due to Hot, Dry Weather 

The Dry Creek Fire burning south of Manley Hot Springs was active Thursday and gained about 8,000 acres, mostly to 
the west. The fire is still south of the Tanana River and west of the Zitziana River, which is two of the goals for 
firefighters managing the 40,459-acre lightning-caused fire. Another is to protect cabins and Native allotments in the 
area. 

The hot dry weather pushed the fire’s west edge into stands of black spruce and into an area burned in 2018. That 
movement will continue today with the predicted southeast winds and possible thunderstorms. 

The BLM AFS Chena Hotshots continue to mop up a successfully conducted a burn operation to protect Native 
allotments along the Tanana River Friday from the advancing Dry Creek Fire. The North Star Crew – BLM Alaska 
Fire Service’s training crew – has installed or fortified protection measures on a couple of Native allotments along the 
south banks of the Tanana River to the east of the Zitziana River and are now working on a third. Meanwhile, 
smokejumpers are doing a site assessment on a cluster of cabins on the Tanana River farther to the southeast to come 
up with a structure protection plan. The fire is still quite a distance from these Native allotments and cabins. Plus, the 
east side of the fire is exhibiting minimal activity as it remains to the east of the Zitziana River.  

There is a Notice to Airmen (NOTAM) in place for the fire area due to the need to advise aviators of the increased 
firefighting aircraft in and around the Manley Hot Springs airport (PAML). Firefighting aircraft are monitoring the 
Common Traffic Advisory Frequency (CTAF) of 122.8. We ask aviators in the area to please monitor PAML CTAF, 
report their position, keep eyes peeled and ears tuned in for air traffic in the area. There are several aircraft in this area– 
helicopters , airplanes and Unmanned Aerial Systems, or drones – helping with firefighting efforts. The NOTAM is for 
the airspace 10 nautical miles (NM) southwest to southeast from PAML, up to an altitude of 3,500 feet. Geographically 
speaking from the airport, 10 NM downstream, 10 NM upstream of the Tanana River and the area south of the river up 
to 10 NM. 

Start date: June 14 Acres: 40,459 Personnel assigned: 68 Crews: 2 Cause: Lightning 
Find fire information at akfireinfo.com, Alaska 

Wildland Fire Information Map Series or follow BLM 
Alaska Fire Service on Facebook @BLMAFS 

 

The Bureau of Land Management Alaska Fire Service (AFS) located at Fort Wainwright, Alaska, provides wildland fire suppression services for over 236 million 
acres of Department of the Interior and Native Corporation Lands in Alaska. In addition, AFS has other statewide responsibilities that include: interpretation of 
fire management policy; oversight of the BLM Alaska Aviation program; fuels management projects; and operating and maintaining advanced communication and 
computer systems such as the Alaska Lightning Detection System. AFS also maintains a National Incident Support Cache with a $16 million inventory. The Alaska 
Fire Service provides wildland fire suppression services for America’s “Last Frontier” on an interagency basis with the State of Alaska Department of Natural 
Resources, USDA Forest Service, National Park Service, Bureau of Indian Affairs, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and the U.S. Military in Alaska. 
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